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Franklin County Grotto meetings are held the 3 Monday of the month. The location is at “The Cottage Pub and
Restaurant” at 572 Wayne Ave, Chambersburg, PA 17201. The meeting starts at 7:00pm. Both grotto caving trips and
smaller individual trips are planned at these meetings. All members are invited depending on their ability to safetly
participate. You must attend at least one vertical training session in order to participate in vertical trips. Visitors are
welcome. Contact any of the above individuals for more information or email fcg@karst.org.
The Cumberland Valley Caver is published four times per year by the Franklin County Grotto PA. All cave related articles
should be submitted to the editor for publication. The contents of this publication are not copyrighted unless previously
copyrighted by the author. Material from this publication may be reprinted by other official organizations of the National
Speleological Society without prior permission provided credit is given to the original author and this publication, and the
article is not changed in any way. Other interested parties must request permission in advance. Franklin County Grotto
actively participates in a newsletter exchange program. All exchanges should be mailed to: John Boswell, 45 Manada
Creek Circle, Carlisle, PA 17013. Information regarding exchanges should be coordinated with editor so the exchange list
can be updated.

Cover Photo: Terry McClanathan in Lost World Caverns/Grapevine Pit. Foto by Filer.
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From the editor:
This issue is pretty much the Terry McClanathan Gazette. It consists almost
entirely of Terry’s update to the big pits in WV and a trip to TAG. Terry – you
are one busy guy and I appreciate you taking the time to submit your writeups!
There have been other very interesting trips this quarter – Elkhorn
Mountain Cave, Sites Cave, VAR trips including one to a long-closed vertical
cave with beautiful decorations, and trips to the classic pits of TAG.
Unfortunately, nobody submitted any reports for any of these trips so you
won’t be reading about them in this issue. As of now, there is still plenty of
space for these reports in the September Issue.
Please, Members! Just take a few minutes following a trip and jot down some
notes about the trip. We all enjoy hearing about the exploits of our fellow Grotto
members. You don’t have to submit a long, elaborately detailed work of
literature…. Just a paragraph and a few photos can fill an entire page. So pretty
please, with sugar on top…. Type something up.
I'd like to thank Terry (and only Terry!) for his support in getting this issue out
to our members and friends.
~ John Boswell, Interim Editor
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Hundred Foot Pits of West Virginia
By Terry McClanathan, NSS 12103
It’s hard to believe that nearly a decade has
passed since I last reported on the number of
hundred foot pits in the state. The original
‘96 article had 23 entries. Ten years later the
second article, printed in the April, 2007
issue of the West Virginia Caver, recorded an
increase to 34 hundred footers. At the
conclusion of that (2007) article I stated,
“Who can tell if the next decade will be as
productive as the last was. Nothing would
make me happier than rewriting this article
ten years from now with a whole lot of
additions.”

nearly 71 miles of mapped passages. Within
this labyrinth there exists a profusion of deep
pits and high domes.
Of the 64 hundred foot plus pits/domes in
the state, 43 are in Germany Valley. Pits are
not just increasing in number, they are also
getting a lot bigger. Nine of the 43 valley pits
are over 200 feet, whereas ten years ago
only three topped that figure. Incredibly four
of these are actually over 300 feet. No other
state in the east, or maybe even the west,
has more than three pits exceeding this
figure. This certainly puts West Virginia in a
rather elite position.

Ecstatic would be a more appropriate term
than merely happy for describing the feelings
I now harbor towards West Virginia big pits.
During the past ten years the number has
increased from 34 to 64. If you include the
number of as-yet-to-be-climbed, but verified
to be 100 foot plus, pits, then the number of
new hundred foot pits has more than
doubled. To put this in perspective, even
that mecca for deep pits in the U. S., TAG,
has logged less than twenty new pits over
100 feet deep within the same time frame.

Seventeen of the pits in this report had to be
attacked from the bottom up, including
seven of the nine that are over 200 feet. In
addition, ten of the others were accessed
either directly or indirectly by some form of
aid climbing or aerial acrobatics. A core of
skilled climbers and belayers have been
unrelenting in the pursuit of unlocking the
secrets of these lofty heights. This group
includes Derek Bristol, Chris Coates, John
Harman, Peter Johnson, Mark Minton, Aaron
Moses, Dave Riggs, Bill Stone, Bob Alderson,
Carl Amundson, Yvonne Droms, Gilly Elor,
Nikki Fox, John Groh, Abby Hohn, Zeb Lilly,
Pete Penczer, Vickie Siegel, Yuri Schwartz,
Victor Ursu, Scott Walquist, and Corey
Hackley.1
Without the hard work and
dedication of these individuals the list of
hundred foot pits in West Virginia would be
greatly reduced, and there would be no
verified 300 footers.

Within West Virginia, once again most of the
activity has been in Pendleton’s Germany
Valley. The accomplishments of GVKS cavers
have been nothing short of astounding. New
caves have been discovered, opened,
explored, and surveyed. Old caves have
been expanded dramatically, and significant
connections have been made. Caves in the
valley presently boast
4

The logistics of including a pit as a hundred
footer I discussed at length in the 2007
article so I will not rehash that here. The one
area that might warrant a bit more
explanation concerns measuring domes. Ten
years ago there were only two high domes,
and both had pretty obvious measuring
points at the top. With the inclusion of so
many domes in the current list, and not all of
them having definite ceilings, the
termination point is not always clear cut. I
belayed for Aaron Moses near the top of
Echo Dome in Shoveleater. The dome simply
narrows to a crack without any ledges.
Aaron bolted up as far as it took to record a
hundred feet, but the walls continued
upwards, finally narrowing to impassibility.
Another example would be the recently
completed Perseverance Dome in Hellhole.
Peter Johnson and Derek Bristol, upon their
return to camp after finishing the climb,
reported it to be about 535 feet high. At the
top of the pit is a large flowstone ledge (large
here meaning spacious enough to stand
upright on, relatively flat, and wide). When
Aaron and I taped it the next day we used
the breakover at the ledge in the manner
compliant with measuring most pits. We got
526 feet. Add the nine foot ceiling height
above the ledge and the total height of
Perseverance becomes 535 feet, as initially
reported by Derek and Peter, but the drop is
still 526 feet. I don’t feel there are any hard
and fast rules that can be followed in
measuring dome heights. There is simply too
much diversity and the configuration of each
individual dome has to be taken into
account.

footnotes, I’ve just provided a short synopsis
on each pit that was in that article. More
detail regarding these pits can be found in
The West Virginia Caver, April 2007, Volume
25, number 2, page 3. Most of the new
additions are my tapings. Where this is not
the case I will so indicate. Mark Minton, Pete
Penczer, Aaron Moses, Carl Amundson, John
Harman, Rick Royer, Chris Coates, and Nikki
Fox have been especially helpful in providing
me with information regarding the
discoverers, climbers, and belayers for many
of the big domes.
At present no caves outside of Germany
Valley can lay claim to having more than one
entry on the hundred foot list. A couple like
Cass and Organ offer multiple rigpoints to
essentially the same place, but I would not
count these as separate pits. For purposes of
this report I will be listing pits in Shoveleater
Cave (SEC) separately from those in Hellhole
(HH). All the big pits in SEC were discovered
prior to its connection to HH. There are
currently sixteen pits/domes that have been
dropped or climbed in HH. Shoveleater has
ten. Memorial Day Cave (MDC) has thirteen
(eight pits and five domes) that have been
explored. All three caves have additional
domes that have been disto’d at over one
hundred feet. Pete Penczer informed me
that MDC alone has five domes that exceed
the hundred foot figure, including three that
have been disto’d at 150, 142, and 110+ feet.
As none of these have been climbed to date,
they will not be included in this listing. There
are a few other deep pits in Germany Valley
that are not found in the above mentioned
caves.

With regard to sources, I footnoted the 2007
article extensively. Rather than essentially
repeating that entire article here, including

The current total of explored pits/domes for
the valley totals 43. No other part of the
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country can boast such a high concentration
of big pits in such a limited geographical
area. For West Virginia the breakdown by
county shows Pendleton leading with 44
(only Sites is not in Germany Valley),
Pocahontas has nine, there are six in
Greenbrier, two in Randolph, and one each
in Monroe, Grant, and Hardy.

Here then, in rank order, are the 64
pits/domes that I feel qualify as hundred foot
pits in West Virginia. At the rate things
progress in Germany Valley there could be
more by the time you read this.
#1 526 feet: Perseverance Dome (HH): No,
this is not a misprint. The dome was found a
few years ago by Mark Minton, Yvonne
Droms, Bob Alderson, and Tim Bilezikian.
Aaron Moses initiated the climb about three
years ago, but most of the dome was scaled
by Derek Bristol and Peter Johnson during
the past two years. Yvonne Droms, John
Groh, and Abby Hohn contributed as
belayers.2 Perseverance is the highest dome
climb, at least in the eastern U. S., ever.
Entry is from a balcony about 50 feet off the
floor(there is no rope to the actual bottom at
present, but when Corey Hackley and I taped
the first part up to the alcove there was, so
we got 171 feet from the floor to the station
at the alcove). The day after it was topped
by Derek and Peter, Aaron Moses and I taped
from the top down to the 171 foot level. I
only had a hundred meter tape so we did it
in two stages. The dome is actually 535 feet
high. We taped the drop from the breakover
at the large (as in big enough to get off rope,
stand up and move around) flowstone ledge
which is nine feet below the ceiling. The pit
is currently rigged with multiple hanging
rebelays and J-rappels.

Finally, a note on status. There have been
some changes since the 2007 printing and I
will provide what I know to date. Of course,
status is always subject to being in a state of
flux. The Herculean accomplishments in
Germany Valley represent the work of the
Germany Valley Karst Survey (GVKS). This is
not an exclusive group. Newer cavers
exhibiting responsible caver ethics and
willing to infuse themselves into various
project goals are always welcome. Indeed
much of the progress within the valley would
not have occurred without the expertise and
fortitude of cavers who were not even part
of GVKS ten years ago. There are restrictions
on some of the caves in the valley. Historic
Hellhole and Schoolhouse are closed to
caving except for sanctioned bat counts.
MDC is gated and open only on designated
GVKS work weekends, and even then waivers
must be on file and specific trip objectives
announced and documented by follow-up
trip reports. The SEC entrance is also gated
and locked. All other caves in the valley
require landowner permission and several
additional pits/caves are unconditionally offlimits.

#2 387 feet: Philosophers Dome (HH): This
immense dome was discovered on the last
day of a twelve day camp in December ’13 by
Gilly Elor, Corey Hackley, and John Harman.
It was climbed by Aaron Moses and Gilly Elor.
Mike Ficco also belayed on one of Aaron’s
pitches.3 Aaron and Gilly reached the top on
Nov. 21st, thereby topping the massive dome

Within the state, there are also some
caves/pits
frequently
included
as
hundredfooters that are questionable. I’ll
say a brief word about these at the end of
this article.
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in less than one year. Gilly and I taped the
drop on the same day. We used my 100
meter tape in two stages; from the
breakover at the top to a station 202’ down,
and then from there to the bottom. It’s
possible that the drop could be rigged free
from the rigging bolts Aaron placed at the
top if we had a long enough rope back there.
Now it’s rigged with several hanging rebelays
and one gaping J-rappel near the top.
Philosophers Dome is the seventh biggest pit
in the east and second biggest (after
Perseverance) in the Virginias.

#6 221 feet: Trapdoor Well (MDC): This pit
was discovered by Aaron Moses, John
Harman, Abby Hohn, and Rick Royer. It is the
deepest “from the top drop” in the state,
though not as nice as Germany Well because
some of it is steep slope and wall. There is
also some unstable breakdown near the top.
It’s located near the end of the FLAD section
in MDC and was taped by Corey Hackley and
myself.
#7 217 feet: Germany Well (SEC) (2007):
Besides Trapdoor Well, this is the only other
200 plus foot pit in the state that was first
dropped from the top in conventional pit
fashion.

#3 306 feet: Batman Dome (HH) (2007):
This was the first 300 footer to be climbed in
the state. Bill Stone, Yvonne Droms, and
Vickie Siegel completed the feat in ’06. Brian
Masney and I taped the pit the day after this
trio reached the top. This part of the cave is
closed.

#8 213 feet: Lubyanka Dome (MDC):
Climbed by Aaron Moses, Peter Johnson,
Abby Hohn, and Daniel Martinez.5 I’ve been
up the dome on a survey trip with Rick Royer
and Aaron Moses, but the 213 figure is not
mine.

#4 303 feet: Flying Dutchman (Dome) MDC:
This dome was discovered by Pete Penczer,
Peter Johnson, and Scott Wahlquist early in
2009.4 In several succeeding trips it was
climbed by Penczer, Johnson, and Aaron
Moses. I did not tape this one since I was not
present when it was completed. Pete and
Aaron recorded the 303, I assume using my
100 meter tape, which I had taken back on
an earlier trip. I have been to the top
though, and while the Dutchman is not as
voluminous as the 300 footers in Hellhole, it
is still a very impressive pit and scaling it
represents quite a feat.

#9 201 feet: Wendi Cassel Dome (MDC):
This high dome just off Columbia Canyon was
climbed by Dave Riggs with Carl Amundson
working belay.6 Dave and Brian Masney
asked me if they could name it in honor of
my daughter, who passed away at the age of
27 shortly before the climb was completed.
After Dave and Carl got to the top, Aaron
Moses traversed to the other side and
established a rig which allows a 201 foot free
rappel with no rebelays, a rarity for big
domes in Germany Valley.
#10 184 feet: Sites Cave (entrance drop)
(2007): The entrance pit to Sites is broken by
a couple of slopes. The 184 figure is to the
bottom of the keyhole section. It does not
include any of the steep slope below that.

#5 247 feet: Southwest Dome (HH) (2007):
This was the first big dome climb done in
Hellhole by Bill Stone and Yvonne Droms in
2004. It was later taped by David Riggs and
me. This part of the cave is closed.
7

#11 178 feet: Locust Tree Pit (2007): This
open air Germany Valley pit is still closed.

Anderson, who informed me that a 208 foot
drop could be rigged into this canyon if one
traversed out along the near-vertical
flowstone wall. On page 92, Bulletin 6, Caves
and Karst Hydrology In Northern Pocahontas
County, a description of this area is provided.
“To reach the far side of the 160 foot pit
involves a long (over 100 feet), difficult
traverse with 200 feet of exposure. On the
far side of the pit are two large rooms
trending north. A third room beneath these
leads to a 140 foot deep pit which ends at
the same point as the bottom of the other
drops”. This description is a bit elusive as to
whether or not the 140 is a different pit or
just a part of the 160-200 foot deep canyon.
I called Bob (Anderson) on January 3rd 2015
to get clarification. He didn’t seem to think
the 140 would qualify as a distinctly different
pit. At any rate, the cave has been closed by
the owner for decades and may be presently
sealed shut.

#12 169 feet: Kimble Pit: The entrance
drops 144 feet (more or less shear) to a
landing, then up about eight feet over a
saddle, thus creating a pretty major
interruption to the pit. The 169 figure
includes the 144 plus the continuation down
on the other side of the saddle to the
bottom.
#13 164 feet: Schoolhouse (very closed)
(2007): This drop was taped by Pat Bingham
and I during the (sanctioned) re-survey of
Schoolhouse. It includes sections of slope
starting at the Jumping Off Place, and the
main Cascade Pit, but not the last part which
ends at the top of the drop leading down
into Grind Canyon. The actual “need to be
on rope” part is only 121 feet starting at the
second grotto below the Jumping Off Place
and ending at the massive ledge at -164 feet.

#16 159 feet: Cass Cave (2007): This is the
figure Pat Minnick and I got from the
topmost bolt in the Belay Loft. Greg Springer
has a slightly bigger figure, but the steep
breakdown slope at the bottom probably
accounts for this. I always tape to the spot
where the rope lands. On a steep, rocky
slope this spot could vary.

#14 162 feet: Skyline Drop (SEC): To access
the Skyline Traverse and get the full 162 feet
of the drop, it’s necessary to climb up out of
the canyon via a 42 foot bolt climb. This
climb was started by Nikki Green under the
tutelage of Bill Stone and completed by Mark
Minton. Mark, Yvonne Droms, and Bob
Alderson rigged and explored the areas
around the top of the traverse. Aaron Moses
was the first to rig the whole way to the
bottom.7 Todd Dishong and I taped the drop
at 162’ from the topmost bolts. It is currently
rigged with a couple of rebelays near the top,
and about forty feet off the bottom there is a
knot which bypasses a frayed section.

#17 158 feet: Mud Rain Rift (HH): This is the
deepest pit in the Windy Heart section of HH.
Windy Heart is a complex of domes, pits, and
canyons first accessed via aid climbing by
Aaron Moses, John Harman, Abby Hohn,
Chris Coates, and Brian Masney.8 There are
four pits in Windy Heart that are included in
this list. Mud Rain Rift was found by Chris
Coates and Nikki Fox. I was present also. On
our first descent much of the top part of the

#15 160 feet: Shinaberry (2007): This
interior pit is ledgy and drops into a large
canyon. For the 2007 article, I talked to Bob
8

and Zeb Lilly.10 Taped by Corey Hackley and
myself.

drop was against a mud wall and we kept
getting “rained” on, hence the name. It’s
now rigged with a traverse line to a hanging
rebelay at the top and is free, but there is a
knot in the rope about thirty feet off the
floor. In April 2014 (same trip that Derek and
Peter finished Perseverance) Aaron and I derigged most of the Windy Heart complex and
took several hundred feet of rope back to
Philosophers Dome in preparation for that
assault. Today the only rigged route to the
upper levels of Windy Heart is by climbing
Mud Rain Rift, the base of which can be
reached by staying low and to the right in the
breakdown just before the turn-off to
Perseverance Hall.

#22 139 feet: Flad the Inhaler (MDC): This
was one of the many Aaron Moses led
adventures in the FLAD section of MDC.
Picture yourself standing atop an arcing
bridge spanning a gaping gulf of blackness
below. You’re looking into the depths of Flad
the Inhaler. The pit drops into a deep,
impressively huge canyon. On the trip when
I taped it, Aaron re-routed the rope into a
looping J-rappel which is tied off to a
partition separating the Inhaler from the
next big pit, Ramparts Wall. This pit is in turn
followed by a jungle gym series of traverses,
shallow pits, a second MDC camp, and points
beyond, including Trapdoor Well. I’m not
aware that anyone else has been to the
bottom of Flad the Inhaler since I taped it.
The rope that is there now does not go to the
bottom. It’s the J-rappel rope.

#18 154 feet: Hellhole (historic entrance;
very closed) (2007)
#19 149 feet: Elkhorn Mountain (entrance)
(2007): Elkhorn is seasonally closed for bats.
A number of figures exist for the entrance
pit. 149 feet is the distance between the lip
and the touchdown point at the bottom.
Don’t try to rig the pit with a 150 foot rope.
Taped by John Fredericks and me.

#23 137 feet: Chumazik Pit (SEC): Of the ten
hundred footers in SEC, I consider Chumazik
to be the hardest pit to access. A climb up
out of the Upper Borehole near Germany
Well is followed by a low crawl which is a bit
awkward to get into (and out of). This crawl
pops out into a pit at mid-level. At the top of
this pit is an up-sloping constriction.
Chumazik is on the other side of this. The
history of exploration for Chumazik was not a
one-and-done deal. Miles Drake, Mark
Minton, and Paul Vance were the first to get
as far as the pit at the end of the low crawl.
On a later trip Yuri Schwartz and Victor Ursu
bolted up to the constriction but couldn’t fit
through. Rocks tossed indicated a deep drop
on the other side. On the next trip this duo
was joined by Heather Levy, who was able to
squeeze through the tight spot, while Victor

#20 146 feet: Rainforest Dome (HH): This
well decorated dome was found by the same
team that discovered Perseverance. It was
climbed by John Harman and Gilly Elor with
Aaron Moses belaying.9 Andrew Rowell and I
taped it. Rainforest is currently rigged with
several hanging rebelays, but the pit could be
re-rigged free from the top and would be a
very nice drop.
#21
143 feet:
Ecstasy Dome (HH):
Discovered by Minton, Droms, and Alderson.
Mark (Minton) and Bob (Alderson) were the
main climbers, belayed by Yvonne (Droms)
9

and Yuri enlarged it to normal caver
dimensions. The pit was first explored by
these three along with Seth Speolman.11 On
a later trip Carl Amundson and I taped the pit
down 36 feet to an alcove, then 101 feet to
the floor, for a total depth of 137 feet.
Everything below Chumazik has been
explored and most of the area, including the
big pit, is no longer rigged.

#26 132 feet: Mott Hole (2007): This
Monroe County pit, though big in volume, is
broken by a couple of major ledges. I don’t
know what the current status is because I
haven’t been there in nearly forty years. The
entrance shaft contains another drop of
about forty feet which is offset from the
bottom of the 132 foot section.
#27 130 feet: Edgards Pit (MDC): Found and
first explored by Edgard Bertaut. It is located
off the Pinnacle Room near the top (the
Pinnacle Room has about 400’ of relief).
Although it’s pretty muddy at the lip, after
that it’s a decent freefall shaft. I didn’t have
a tape with me the one and only time I’ve
been there, so the 130 foot figure is not
mine.

#24 134 feet: Mystic Dome (HH) (2007):
Although technically a dome, this pit was
entered and rigged from the top. It’s a very
nice free drop, unfortunately it’s in the
closed section of Hellhole.
#25 134 feet: Hinkle School Pit (entrance
pit): In Bob Gulden’s Deepest Pits and
Highest Domes Climbed in the U. S. this is
also referred to as Brad’s Pit. In my 2007
article I noted this pit, but did not list it as a
ranked hundred footer. In early January
2015, George Dasher sent me a text from
WVASS which included a description, map,
and history of exploration for Hinkle School
Pit. The WVASS report states that “Around
1970, a group of cavers from the National
Capitol Grotto, led by Allen “Brad” Bradford,
went to the pit, and after negotiating a route
through the garbage in the entrance sink,
descended the 167 foot-deep entrance pit.”
Over the years a few other groups surveyed
the cave. A map drafted by Peter Sprouse
includes a profile which indicates that, while
the top is broken and convoluted, the
bottom 30 meters or so appears to be fairly
vertical. While I have never been to this pit,
I’m assuming the bottom part is where the
134 figure comes from, but I cannot verify
this personally. The pit is described as
“extremely full of trash”, and the cave is
closed.

#28 130 feet: Pizda Pit (HH): This is the pit
you traverse around just before reaching
camp. John Harman bolted part way up the
pit. He says it might go quite a bit higher if it
were bolted all the way to the top.12 I have
not dropped this one.
#29 126 feet: Dying Skunk Pit (2007): This
pit was found by me and Howard Wilkerson
back in 1972. It was later taped by Howard
White and me, though when Tom Malabad
mapped it he recorded a slightly deeper
reading, probably because he used a point
higher up the steep sink for his zero datum.
#30 125 feet: Patrick’s Pit (SEC) (2007): This
is the closest hundred footer to the SEC
entrance. I don’t think there are any ropes in
that area now.
#31 124 feet: Devils Drop (SEC) (2007): This
pit is not rigged all the way to the bottom.
#32 124 feet: Terminal Dome-Swago Dry
Gallery (2007): This dome was re-climbed a
10

few years back by John Harman and Aaron
Moses. It was left rigged, but there has since
been an issue with the landowner and the
Carpenter-Swago System is now closed as far
as I know. I last checked about a year ago.

bolted up this, with Yvonne Droms
belaying.13 Todd Roberts and I taped the pit
on a later trip. Everything in this area has
been de-rigged.
#38 118 feet: Grapevine Pit (Lost World
Caverns) (2007): On occasion, the owners of
Lost World Caverns have been very gracious
in allowing responsible cavers to rappel and
climb the historic entrance pit to this fine
cave. However, there have been some
instances by a few of these same
“responsible cavers” of changing clothes in
the parking lot (there are changing rooms
inside) which could jeopardize this. To make
things worse, the incidents that were
brought to my attention (by said owners)
were in conjunction with some recent nearby
caving events. There’s nothing “cool” about
parading around in your underwear in a
parking lot with paying tourists and their
children. Use some common sense and be
considerate.

#33 123 feet: Fox Den (2007): You can see
from the road that the quarry is up to the
field where several pits are located, including
Fox Den and 91 foot Gillian Mountain Pit. I
checked with folks living nearby about a year
ago, and was informed that the quarry now
owns most of the mountain. I’m afraid the
future looks dim for all of these pits.
#34 123 feet: Schreve-Howell Pit (2007):
This is the deepest pit in Randolph County.
I’m not sure about its current status.
#35 123 feet: Holy Water Pit (SEC): This is
the deepest of the terminal pits in the
Rubicon Hall section of SEC. Mark Minton
relates the following regarding its discovery
and exploration. “The first people to see
Holy Water Pit were Ralph Hartley, Dwight
Livingston, and Roger Morgan, but they had
no rope. It was first descended (and named)
by Ralph, Tom Barton, Yvonne (Droms), and
me (Mark) on a subsequent trip.” Todd
Dishong and I taped the pit a few weeks
later.

#39 117 feet: Baxters (Walt Allen) (2007):
This cave is still closed as far as I know.
#40 117 feet: The 125 (MDC) (2007): This is
the second pit encountered in MDC and
drops into Columbia Canyon, thus providing
access to most of the cave. 125 feet was the
depth of the pit as it was first rigged. Fraying
problems on this rig resulted in modifications
so that the drop now has a hanging rebelay,
and a re-direct to a landing higher up slope,
hence the reduction in depth to 117 feet.

#36 121 feet: Briar Pit (2007): This pit has a
snug entrance and steep dogleg just below
that, but then it bells to a nice free twenty
foot diameter shaft for about 115 feet. It
was taped by Howard White and me.

#41 116 feet: Wizards Well (MDC): This is
the terminal pit at the north end of lower
Dragon Canyon. It was climbed by Aaron
Moses with Pete Penczer on belay. For some
reason I did not carry a tape on this trip.
Pete disto’ed the dome from top to bottom

#37 119 feet: SFT Pit (SEC): To reach SFT
(Saved For Terry) it’s necessary to traverse
around the top of Patricks Pit, then through a
canyon. This will bring you out about forty
feet from the top of SFT. Bob Alderson
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when Aaron was finished. I cleaned the top
part of the climb, but besides that didn’t do
much else. As far as I know it’s still rigged,
but it’s a long trip back there.

I’d been to Monster Cavern several times in
the past, though before two recent trips, not
since 1992. I had always heard the climb up
to the top of the falls was around a hundred
feet, but I never really looked very hard for
the rope. The rope is tied off over against
the wall away from the force of the waterfall.
Don’t laugh, it’s a really big room with an
awful lot of wall. You’ve really got to look for
it (the rope that is). A second rope, which
has been shredded, lies in a niche nearby,
and is testimony to the destructive nature of
a pulsating waterfall on climbing ropes. On a
cold November ’12, Nikki Fox and Chris
Coates went back with me to measure the
height of the drop. We used the Crookshank
entrance and it’s a pretty long trek. The
Canadian Hole entrance has been closed for
quite a while (too bad because it’s only takes
an hour to reach Monster Cavern from that
entrance). Chris and I taped the drop. It is
103 feet free to the first bolt and 109 feet to
the top.

#42 110 feet: Triple Dome (HH) (2007): This
pit was first entered from a climb near the
top of the Coon Room in “old” Hellhole. I
never taped it, but the map shows a 110 foot
ceiling height for the dome, and since you
enter through a squeeze at ceiling level, I
suspect this figure is about right. The rope
has been hanging there since the early
1970’s and is encrusted in travertine. This
part of HH is closed.
#43 110 feet: Papusha Pit (SEC): Found by
Victor Ursu and Yuri Schwartz.
First
descended by them and me on a follow-up
trip. There’s a partition 75’ feet down. To
get the full 110 feet, put the rope down the
outside of this and rappel down through a
canyon all the way to the floor. It is possible
to get off at the canyon level and climb down
to the floor by a different route, thus
shortening the drop, but what’s the fun in
that. Papusha is not always left rigged, and it
may not be rigged now.
#44 110 feet: Dragon Canyon Drop (MDC):
There are several disclaimers which need to
be noted. The 110 figure is an approximation
which includes a portion of the upper canyon
plus an 80 foot free drop into the lower
canyon. Not everyone is in agreement that it
should be on the list.14 This route has been
abandoned in favor of a better rigpoint.

#46 108 feet: Wet Happy Dome/pit (HH):
This pit is very close to camp. Apparently it is
also sometimes referred to as Pigtail Pit. It
was first found by Chris Coates, Nikki Fox,
Dwight Livingston, and Aaron Moses. Chris
and Nikki climbed it. The 108 foot depth is
Nikki’s, not mine.16 As it is presently rigged
there is no rope leading to the bottom. Since
I’ve only been there one time (last November
on the taping of Perseverance trip), I haven’t
been to the bottom yet (the coiled rope at
the rebelay leaves you about 20 feet short).

#45 109 feet: Monster Cavern Waterfall
(Friars Hole):
While this climb was
completed around 1980 by Bill Stone and
Bob Jeffreys, they surveyed their route up
the wall and never taped the actual drop.15

#47 108 feet: Ramparts Wall (MDC): This is
the big dome just beyond Flad the Inhaler.
Aaron Moses did most of the climb. Peter
Johnson, Pete Penczer, Carlin Kartchner, and
I also helped.17 It’s a nice shear wall drop
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with a hanging rebelay about 40 feet from
the top.

small drain at the bottom of the second pit
on our last trip there a bit over a year ago.

#48 107 feet: Cabble Pit (2007): This is a
nice open air pit in Greenbrier County. The
owner still requires a waiver and it’s
probably best to keep visitations to a
minimum. Considering the rope lands on a
steep debris slope, it still amazes me that
three separate mappers (on different trips)
all got 107 feet for the depth.

#54 105 feet: Red Lick Pit (2007): To reach
the 105 foot pit, rappel down the 89 foot
entrance drop for twelve feet and get off on
a ledge leading to a small hole which I dug
open during OTR 1998. The pit is on the
other side. On the way down be careful not
to brush against a couple of large pendants
which are only barely attached to the walls.
The bottom of this pit is the high dome you
would be standing in if you dropped the
entrance and went down the second wall
drop of 16 feet to the bottom. The owner
requires a waiver.

#49 106 feet: Windy Run (2007): This incave pit is one of only two hundred footers
known in Randolph County. There have been
washouts along the 4-wheel drive road which
used to pass near the cave, so it is now a
fairly long hike. The small entrance can be
hard to find.

#55 105 feet: Windy Arse (HH): This is
lowest pit in the Windy Heart complex.
Aaron Moses first reached the top of this by
a combination of aid and free-climbing.
From there higher parts of the Windy Heart
complex were accessed.19 Carl Amundson
helped me tape it and it has been de-rigged.

#50 106 feet: Hunter Traverse Dome (MDC)
(2007): Rick Royer helped me tape this
dome which is not far past the main MDC
camp. The dome was climbed by Bill Stone
and Andi Hunter back in 2004.

#56 104 feet: Organ Well (HH): This is one
of the four hundred footers found in the
Windy Heart complex. Taped by Aaron
Moses and me. It’s no longer rigged.

#51 105 feet: Sinks of the Run (2007): As of
two years ago the logging road which
provided access from the top of Muddy
Creek Mountain has been posted. This is a
new development and I’m sure these signs
are meant for cavers. The cave should be
considered closed.18

#57 104 feet: Bootylicious Well (HH): This is
another hundred footer found in Windy
Heart. Bootylicious can be found at the end
of a canyon leading from near the top of the
complex. This canyon has crumbly ledges
and a fall is a very real possibility, so do not
attempt without putting in a traverse line.
There are no longer any ropes in this area.
Aaron and I taped the pit.

#52 105 feet: Cowhole Well (2007): This is
another old open air Germany Valley pit
which has been closed since the 1970’s.
#53 105 feet: Curry Pit (2007): Curry Pit has
a 105 foot shear entrance drop followed by a
long slope to a second pit of 48 feet. It takes
a 250 foot rope to rig the whole thing. Both
drops were taped by John Fredericks and me.
Corey Hackley detected air coming from a

#58 102 feet: Turkey Roost (2007): The
Beverages have both passed away, and at
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present the house is rented. I would assume
access has probably changed.

#64 100 feet: Echo Dome (HH): Apparently
this pit is also sometimes called Bennett
Tower. It was first found by Mark Minton,
Bob Alderson, Yvonne Droms, and Miles
Drake.21 John Harman and Dave Riggs did
most of the climb.22 Aaron topped it off
while I belayed. The measurement was
taken from the top, but the dome continues
higher as a narrowing crack.

#59 102 feet: Bowen Canyon Drop (Organ
Cave) (2007): There is supposed to be a 130
foot drop into the beginning of the Bowen
Canyon from a point higher up near the
ceiling. I’ve never used that rigpoint. The
102 figure is the measurement starting at the
lip of the pit taken by John Fredericks and
me.

In the 2007 article I addressed a number of
pits mentioned in Davies as being over 100
feet deep. These included Carpenters Pit
(Hardy Co.), Deer Lick Pit (Pendleton),
Highlander
Ridge
and
Asbury
Pit
(Greenbrier), plus a few others. Some of
these have depths which are greatly
exaggerated, and some were confused with
other pits. A couple of others, like Cass Pits
(Monroe)
and
Kleinfelds
Caverns
(Pendleton), have either collapsed or been
filled in.

#60 102 feet: Holy Water II Pit (SEC): The
window visible on the far side of Holy Water
Pit is the entrance to Holy Water II. Mark
Minton did an aid traverse across to reach
it.20 Chris Coates and Nikki Fox taped it. This
was de-rigged following exploration. Aaron
Moses repeated the traverse when he, Todd
Roberts, and I did the pit, but we also derigged everything.
#61 102 feet: Big Easy Drop (MDC) (2007)

For this report I included only domes which
have been climbed, or pits which have been
dropped. In Germany Valley there are quite
a few of these which have not yet been
explored. MDC has at least five known
domes that exceed 100 feet high. Rick
Royer, in a recent trip report on exploration
in MDC, described a deep pit found in the Zip
Tie survey which was partially explored and
might be a hundred feet deep. Corey
Hackley recently checked a lead off the
Lower Borehole in SEC and found a dome
which he estimated at a hundred feet high.
In HH there is a large pit/dome somewhat
parallel to Philosophers Dome. I taped it at
66 feet to the bottom, but it extends up into
darkness. From this pit I could hear Gilly and
Aaron as they worked on topping out
Philosophers over 300 feet above me. If this

#62 101 feet: CMG Pit (MDC) (2007): CMG
Pit and the previous (#61) Big Easy Drop
were all taped by Pete Penczer, Scott
Walquist, Rick Royer and me on my first trip
back beyond camp in MDC ten years ago. At
that time I thought they were pretty remote,
as I mentioned in the 2007 article, but in light
of all that’s been explored in MDC since then,
they don’t seem so remote anymore. In fact
they’re only about an hour beyond camp,
though found in different parts of the cave.
#63 100 feet: Clean Well (HH): This pit is in
the northern section of HH past the old clay
plug that used to terminate the cave below
Little Hellhole (pit). The map indicates a 120’
dome which is accessible from passages at
both mid-level and top. Stephen Collins and I
taped the pit right at 100’.
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parallel pit goes as high, it could also be in
the 300 foot range. It would seem that there
are still a lot more secrets to be uncovered in
Germany Valley.

6. Carl Amundson, personal
communication
7. Mark Minton, personal
communication
8. Aaron Moses, personal
communication
9. John Harman, personal
communication
10. Mark Minton, personal
communication
11. Mark Minton, personal
communication
12. John Harman, personal
communication
13. Mark Minton, personal
communication
14. Pete Penczer reports that survey
data shows Dragon Canyon to be 147
feet deep. The top part of the
canyon is easily climbable for about
thirty feet. Following this there is a
roped drop of around twenty feet to
a tight offset, after which it is eighty
feet free to the bottom. My estimate
of 110 feet deducts the climbable
portion of the canyon. Rick Royer
says he feels this should be treated
as two separate drops. I don’t
especially disagree with this, but I
also think that since it’s all part of
the same canyon, with only a short
offset, there is argument for
combining the two roped sections as
one drop. I suppose it’s a mute point
now, since the canyon is no longer
rigged at this spot, and the new rig is
less than 100 feet deep.
15. Bill Stone, personal communication
16. Nikki Fox, personal communication
17. Aaron Moses, personal
communication
18. Since its discovery by William K.
Jones in 1971 (See feature article
NSS News, August 1971, Volume 29,
No. 8) Sinks of the Run had seen
steady but light visitation. Over the
decades, most cavers responded in
the negative to knowledge of it. I

Outside of Germany Valley there is one pit in
Monroe County which is a contender.
Cricket Den Cave has two parallel pits. One is
a fairly nice dome entered from the top. I
taped it at 96 feet from the lip, but Bob Kirk
told me he had disto’ed it at 100 feet from
floor to ceiling. I’ve no doubt that the dome
is 100 feet high, but I’ll stick with 96 feet for
the drop.
A strong argument could be made for
including two other SEC pits on the hundred
foot list. I taped Capitol Dome and Acrobat
Pit at 96 feet and 97 feet respectively. Mark
Minton points out that he could have bolted
higher in Capitol Dome.23 Acrobat Pit, the
first pit encountered in SEC, I taped from the
lip. The pit would be a bit over 100 feet if
measured from the rigging bolts.24
If anyone knows of any pits I’ve missed, your
input would be appreciated. A couple of the
pits/domes I’ve included, or some that I’ve
omitted, might be controversial. I try to be
as fair and accurate as possible. It will be
interesting to see what develops during the
next ten years.
Notes:
1. Mark Minton, personal
communication
2. Mark Minton, personal
communication
3. Aaron Moses, personal
communication
4. Pete Penczer, personal
communication
5. Aaron Moses, personal
communication
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went there off and on until the midnineties, and once a year for the next
few years after that. During this time
we accessed the cave from the
bottom by hiking about two miles
over property owned by Mr. Wilcher
who lived along the bottom of
Muddy Creek Mountain near General
Davis Cave. The cave entrance was
just on the other side of Mr.
Wilcher’s extensive property. He did
not actually own the cave. I tried
unsuccessfully to contact the real
owner once. In the meantime Mr.
Wilcher (who was quite wealthy) was
told by his lawyer that allowing so
many strangers to cross his land was
risking a lawsuit. I knew him pretty
well and he told me I could go, but
he didn’t want me taking other
cavers with me. I knew the cave was
not really on his property, and had
noticed a lightly worn trail leading
down to the cave from the top of the
mountain. In checking this out, I
learned from a nearby resident that
cavers’ sometimes parked by an
overgrown logging road along the
top of Muddy Creek Mountain. I
continued to take people to the cave
using this route for another few
years. Although some nearby
properties were posted, there were
never any signs around the logging
road, nor any postings in the vicinity

19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
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of the cave entrance. A couple of
years ago Randy Rumer, a semiretired old time caver, local farmer,
and good friend of mine, who knew
the actual cave owner, informed me
that the owner had expressed
concern over cavers going to Sinks of
the Run without permission. Shortly
after my conversation with Randy I
saw that the pull-off by the logging
road was heavily posted with “Keep
Out” signs. I’ve no doubt they are
directed towards cavers. I realize this
sounds like “the pot calling the kettle
black”, since I was one of those
cavers, but it’s best to consider Sinks
of the Run closed. Continuing to visit
the cave would be making a bad
situation worse.
Aaron Moses, personal
communication
Mark Minton, personal
communication
Mark Minton, personal
communication
John Harman, personal
communication
Mark Minton, personal
communication
The rope rigged in Acrobat Pit does
not go to the bottom. It goes down
37 feet to where it’s tied off at the
landing which leads into main SEC.
Acrobat Pit is dead bottom.

An October Weekend in TAG
By Terry McClanathan

Marion O. Smith and I had been trying to
get together for a trip in his neck of the
woods for months, but our schedules just
would not mesh. We finally settled on the
first weekend in October, even though the
TAG Fall Cave-in was the very next
weekend, and that would mean two long
back-to-back drives for me. Oh well, if one
wishes to do new pits, then one must go
where the new pits are.

be very deep. In Velvet Green we did five
pits of 27, 23, 31, 97, and 49 feet. There
was a parallel shaft to the 97 footer which
could be accessed from a higher rig point,
so thinking it might be over a hundred, I
dropped this also. It ended higher at the
bottom, though, so it only taped at 96 feet.
It also was connected at various points to
the 97 footer so it didn’t really count as a
separate pit. We spent about five hours in
Velvet Green.

Corey joined me for the first weekend. I
always like it when Corey accompanies me
because we talk caving most of the way
down and back I81 and the drive goes much
quicker. We arrived at Marion’s around
5am (this would be a three day trip) so we
had time for a short snooze before the days
activities commenced.

Our next stop was a cave called Calfkiller
Plunge in neighboring Putnam County. This
short contact cave was a shallow multidrop, meaning pits were in succession, not
parallel. It had four drops of 63, 29, 20, and
89 feet. Calfkiller Plunge was about 200’
deep. We spent about three hours in the
cave. For the two caves the pits totaled
379’, so I thought we were off to a pretty
good start to our vertical weekend.

On previous trips Marion had already taken
me to most of the easy access pits in the
area, so he said we would be spending the
day doing a bunch of parallel pits in just two
caves. Our first stop was a cave called
Velvet Green in White County, Tennessee,
not to be confused with a larger, deeper
cave called Green Velvet in the same
county. Velvet Green is a contact cave,
meaning it forms near the top of the low
elevation hills common to this part of the
Cumberland Plateau, where the sandstone
caprock overlays the carbonates. Contact
caves are usually short, with or without pits,
and notorious for loose breakdown (in fact
Marion had just been trapped in such a
cave last spring). Some contact caves
feature multiple pits, but all dropping from
the same level, so such caves don’t tend to

On Saturday we were joined by Sharon
Jones. Marion was taking us to a relatively
new cave called Enigma. It’s located in Van
Buren County back a long 4-wheel road
paralleling the Rocky River Gorge. Paradox,
a long and significant vertical cave (it has
four pits exceeding a hundred feet depth
and is a couple of miles long) is on the
opposite side of the gorge to Enigma.
Enigma is apparently a kind of “secret” cave
which Marion had been keeping mum
about, although several other cavers were
also in on the surprise. The cave opens at
the bottom of the gorge and blows
considerable air. A short passage leads to a
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traverse line skirting a shallow pit. Beyond
this a walking canyon leads to a bolt climb
of 30’, above which the passages become
larger and more diverse. There were large
rooms separated by hands and knees crawls
and multi-level canyons. We dropped a 70’
pit into a large dome cpmplex with high
leads visible. Marion pointed out a short
rope climb which he said was an alternate
route but we did not go that way.

On occasion, as I alluded to earlier, Marion
likes to surprise me with a nice pit. From
our earlier phone conversations in setting
up this trip I kind of figured that Marion
might be keeping a new hundred footer
under wraps. When I’d asked him what
tape I should bring, he said it didn’t matter,
so thinking conservatively, I packed my
hundred foot tape, and left the hundred
meter tape hanging in my basement. Of
course if he’d told me to bring the hundred
meter tape, that would have sorta given
away the surprise.

After the four of us climbed back to the top
of the 70’ pit, we retraced our steps back to
a diverging passage which lead to deep
canyon. Marion related that he was pretty
certain he knew where the bottom of the
canyon was, but that this particular pit had
never been descended to verify suspicion. I
set a bolt to avoid an awkward lip and we
backed up to a large wedged breakdown
block. The pit was free and voluminous but
only 66 feet deep. Marion said that it did
indeed drop into where he’d expected.

A vast space did indeed loom before us.
We stood high on a breakdown mountain
overlooking an immense room. Sten lights
on turbo just barely revealed a distant
bottom where two gossamer threads
ascended upwards into blackness. Far off
to the left a waterfall descended from this
same blackness. This was obviously no
mere hundred foot dome. The pit before us
was huge, with a bottom shaped like an
enormous football measuring perhaps 100+
by 200+ feet, and a top that was way out of
sight. My hundred foot tape and the extra
fifty foot length I’d brought just in case, was
going to be quite inadequate here. On the
upside, though, this would be good excuse
to return later with the hundred meter
tape.

After derigging the 66’ pit we once again
retraced our steps, this time all the way
back to the bottom of the thirty foot up
climb near the entrance. From here we
took off in a different direction down a tall,
flat floored canyon to a 23 foot up climb.
Marion told us that the inviting passage at
the top had been accessed by Thany Mann,
who had lassoed a projection sticking out
over the top. Once up the short drop we
proceeded through several hundred feet of
scrambling passage to a pop-out into what
was obviously a very vast space. The
distant murmur of water falling from a
great height was the only sound audible in
the darkness.

Marion said the climb was initiated last
summer by John Harman, a GVKS caver and
friend of mine. However, most of the climb
was done by Derek Bristol, one of the two
high wall climbers who had just last winter
completed the 526’ Perseverance Dome in
Hellhole. Marion also said there had been
no official taping of the dome but it was
thought that present progress put it at
18

around 210 feet. From the floor the rope
went up about 120 feet free to the first
hanging rebelay.
Several additional
rebelays follow as the rope snakes higher
up the wall. Corey and I took slightly
diverging routes near the top. I angled up
and slightly to the left on fixed ropes to a
lead in breakdown, while Corey climbed
more or less straight up. Work on the dome
has not yet been completed and the top of
the waterfall has not been reached.
Considering that we were there during a dry
time, as evidenced by the bone dry Rocky
River gorge outside, I would imagine that
during the wet months of winter and spring,
bolting would be a daunting undertaking.

range. Even Marion had not dropped this
pit yet, knowing that he would be bringing
me here soon.
Earth Day has a very scenic entrance
leading steeply down to a vertical fluted
wall. In ’09 Georgia caver Andy Zellner had
traversed along narrow ledges around the
top of the entrance to access an obvious
passage above this wall. A rope is rigged
there now making things much easier (and
safer) for cavers to enter the main cave.
Climbing the 29’rope leads to a 100 foot
scramble over teetering breakdown to the
first hundred foot pit. This pit drops into an
elongated dome complex resembling a tall
meandering canyon. A rope has been
rigged down the far side of the canyon at
the end of Elliot’s first traverse. We
ascended this 85’ drop and entered a short
passage at the top which led to the 115’ pit.
Here Elliot had established a tyrolean line
high across the pit to a narrow window on
the other side. Once past this obstruction,
the third pit is encountered. I went down
first as Corey fed me the tape. The pit is a
nice smooth walled sheer drop of modest
dimensions (about 5’X10’) ending in wall-towall water. As I neared bottom Corey
informed me that the hundred foot tape
was completely rolled out. I used my boot
to mark off three extra feet above the
water line. Always nice to get a bonus
hundred footer. The pit was 103 feet deep
and I later learned is called Belly Flop Drop.
I changed over above the water and
climbed out. Corey came down next,
followed by Marion. Sharon opted not to
do the tyrolean and stayed on the other
side of the 115. We all bounced this pit on
our way out and Corey and I retrieved
several of Marion’s ropes. The traverses

Even on this dry day the spray and steady
breeze at the bottom was bone chilling.
The scouring of the large breakdown and
clean washed nature of the bottom of the
pit suggests that it would be an awesome
spectacle during times of high water.
Marion told us that as far as he was aware
the dome had not been christened with a
special name. It certainly deserves one
because it is one of the most impressive incave pits in TAG. Ropework in Enigma
totaled 399’ and our trip lasted about nine
hours.
Our cave for Sunday was another White
County cave called Earth Day. Marion had
taken me to this one shortly after its
discovery in ’09. At that time we did a
couple of drops including a hundred footer.
Since then Elliot Stahl had traversed around
the top of the hundred footer and found
another parallel pit of 115’ on the far side.
More recently he had continued the
traverse around the 115 and discovered
another pit thought to be in the ninety foot
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were left rigged. Earth Day, while only a
short cave, now belongs to an elite group of
only nine TAG caves boasting three or more
hundred footers.
After Earth Day, we went back to Marion
and Sharon’s house to pack up for the
return trip to Maryland. My total new

vertical for the trip was 1045 feet, and
Corey’s was a bit more since he had never
been to Earth Day before. It was a fun trip.
Many thanks to Sharon and Marion for their
always gracious hospitality.
We look
forward to returning in the future for more
caving adventures.

Quotes of the Quarter:
“Two-stop Mexican” – D.B. re pre-cave trip meal.
“I guess I’ll bless you with another story...” – P.M.
“I was cruising with my ropewalker down in TAG and had my
knee ascender latch on to “the boys”. That was about the
worst experience of my life. Nothing like making pulled pork
on rope!” – A.F. re vertical caving in short-shorts.
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